Mari Ristolainen at UiT

Dr. Mari Ristolainen does research on border writing at the Karelian Institute, Joensuu

Wednesday 16th March
13:15-15:00 in Room E.0103

Guest Lecture
“Faceless Gatekeepers?
Russian Border Guards' Poems Online”

Dr. Mari Ristolainen is a postdoctoral fellow at the Karelian Institute in the University of Eastern Finland, working within the Finnish Academy project Writing Cultures and Traditions at Borders (http://www.uef.fi/wctb). Dr. Ristolainen is representative of the multidisciplinary oriented young Finnish scholars using a multi-disciplinary approach in Russian Studies. She has studied Russian language and literature at the University of Joensuu and psychology at the Moscow State University and worked and published on Soviet and Post-Soviet amateur art in the Pskov province (Preferred Realities: Soviet and Post-Soviet Amateur Art in Novorzhev, Kikimora Publications, 2008) and in the Karelian Republic (“My Karelia” – “The Home of Our Poems”. Kareliaanness as a Feeling of Locality in Amateur Writings (the Case of Sortavala), Kikimora Publications, 2010). Her current research project is on Virtual Frontiers: Russian Border Guards Poems Online. This autumn Dr. Ristolainen has been working as a visiting researcher in the Border Aesthetics project at the UiT, focussing on the aesthetics of photographic representations of the borderland province of Soviet Karelia. She has also initiated a writing competition run by the MurmanLit.ru literature portal in Murmansk with the theme Literature without Borders, which may provide material for further research.

State borders are guarded by faceless men in arms. Passports are checked by faceless computers. Visas are stamped on entry and departure by faceless officers in uniforms. Don’t speak at the border! Don’t smile at the border! Don’t look the border guard in the eye! But what would happen if we did? Would we notice that these men and women working at the borders are more than faceless gatekeepers?

This guest lecture is based on Dr. Ristolainen’s research project in which she examines poems posted by Russian border guards on their own online forum. This lecture discusses how the thousands of Russian men and women guarding the longest border in the world have given themselves a unique face and voice in the anonymous world of the Internet. Who are the people on this forum? What are they writing about? How are borders represented in their poems?

In addition, this lecture raises awareness that amateur writings are an understudied, but significant field of study, and increases knowledge about the structure of Russian internet communities and the Russian politics of both off-and online, and gives an example how the Internet can be used in the various fields of study.

Dr. Ristolainen’s lecture is the result of an initiative by the Border Poetics Research Group (http://uit.no/borderpoetics) as part of the Border Aesthetics project, and is made possible by funding from the Research Council of Norway.